
Our Price: £154.99

Stiga SMT100AE Cordless Multi-
Tool
MT-STSMT100AE

Description

Stiga SMT100AE Cordless Multi-Tool
If standing on a ladder is the only way you can trim tall hedges, bushes and trees, the SMT 100 could be the ideal solution. This versatile, battery-powered multi tool takes
pruning and cutting tasks to new levels of effortless handling and manoeuvrability. The 20V 4Ah battery fits neatly into the compact design of the soft grip handle, making
the whole tool feel comfortably balanced. You also get 70 minutes of cutting time and 20 minutes of pruning time on a single charge. Once you’ve hooked the multi tool into
the harness, simply plug in either the hedge trimmer or pruner saw onto the end of the streamlined 55cm telescopic shaft and extend it up to 2.75m (user's body + tool) –
that’s nearly the height of an average two-storey house. For hedge trimming, the 45cm laser cut blade is long enough to tackle most overhead jobs. And thanks to the 18mm
spaced teeth and 112° rotating cutting head, it makes light work of even medium-thick branches.

For pruning, the high-quality bar and chain gets in and around the tightest spots – while the automatic oil pump keeps every part of the pruner running smoothly. Once
you’ve hooked the machine into the harness, simply plug in either the hedge trimmer or pruner saw onto the end of the streamlined 55cm telescopic shaft and extend it up to
2.55m (user's body + tool) – that’s nearly the height of an average two-storey house. For hedge trimming, the 45cm laser cut blade is long enough to tackle most overhead
jobs and even medium-thick branches with ease, thanks to the 18mm spaced teeth and 112° rotating cutting head. For pruning, the high-quality bar and chain gets in and
around the tightest spots – while the automatic oil pump keeps every part of the pruner running smoothly. Battery and Charger are included.

Built today for tomorrow, this model comes with a minimum 2-year Warranty.



Stiga SMT100AE Cordless Multi-
Tool
MT-STSMT100AE

Attributes

Technical Data

Bar length Pruner – 20cm / Hedge trimmer – 45cm
Engine/Motor 0.28kW/20 Volt
Power source Battery
Battery capacity 4 Ah
Battery kit Included
Hedger working time 70 m
Pruner working time 20 m

Contact us
Ernest Doe is a long established family firm with a network of branches in the
South and East of England. Managing Director Colin Doe is the fourth generation
of the family to have run the business in its 100+ years of trading.

The firm supplies an incredible amount of machinery; from garden mowers and
chain saws to combine harvesters and construction excavators. Our philosophy is
simple to supply the best products and then to support them with the service
facilities and expertise to keep them running perfectly.

Tel. +44 (0)1245 383565

Ernest Doe & Sons Limited
Ulting,
Maldon,
Essex
CM9 6QH


